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In today’s rapidly evolving digital landscape, 
organisations face increasingly sophisticated 
cyber threats that can compromise their 
sensitive data and disrupt business operations. 
Security Information and Event Management 
(SIEM) is a powerful solution that provides 
comprehensive monitoring, threat detection, 
and response capabilities.

This guide is specifically designed for IT and 
security decision-makers, providing valuable 
insights into SIEM implementation and its 
benefits in strengthening cyber security 
defences.



AN OVERVIEW 
OF SIEM
SIEM is a powerful cyber security solution designed to protect 
organisations from evolving threats and ensure the integrity of their 
digital assets. 

At its core, SIEM acts as a central hub for collecting, aggregating, 
and analysing security events and logging data generated by various 
systems, devices, and applications across an organisation’s network. 
By consolidating this information into a unified platform, SIEM 
enables IT teams to gain valuable insights into potential security 
incidents and anomalous activities.



Data Collection and    
Log Management
SIEM platforms perform 
comprehensive data collection 
by gathering information from 
various sources, such as network 
devices, firewalls, intrusion 
detection systems, endpoint 
protection platforms, servers, 
and applications, ensuring 
that potential threats are not 
overlooked. All while also 
providing log management 
capabilities, storing and 
organising the collected data 
in a centralised repository, 
indexing and retaining logs 
for future analysis, compliance 
adherence, and forensic 
investigations.

Real-Time Monitoring
SIEM continuously monitors 
incoming security events in 
real-time, applying rule-based 
correlation and analysis to 
identify patterns and anomalies 
that may indicate a security 
breach or malicious activity. 
In addition to detection, SIEM 
platforms generate alerts and 
notifications, allowing security 
teams to promptly respond to 
potential threats, investigate 
incidents, and take necessary 
actions to mitigate risks.

Threat Detection
Through sophisticated 
algorithms and rule sets, 
SIEM platforms compare 
collected events against known 
attack patterns, indicators 
of compromise (IOCs), and 
behavioural baselines to 
detect potential threats. By 
identifying these threats early 
on, organisations can initiate 
prompt response measures.

Incident Response
When a potential security 
incident is detected, SIEM 
systems generate alerts and 
notifications to relevant IT 
personnel. These alerts provide 
detailed information about 
the event, facilitating rapid 
investigation, containment, and 
mitigation of the incident.

Reporting and 
Compliance
SIEM solutions offer robust 
reporting capabilities, allowing 
organisations to generate 
compliance reports, audit 
logs, and security dashboards. 
These reports provide visibility 
into security posture, assist in 
regulatory compliance, and 
facilitate decision-making 
processes.

By leveraging the capabilities of SIEM, organisations can 
proactively monitor their environments, identify potential threats, 
investigate security incidents, and respond swiftly to minimise 
the impact of cyber-attacks. SIEM empowers IT decision makers 
with actionable insights, enabling them to enhance their overall 
security posture and safeguard critical assets.

THE KEY COMPONENTS OF A SIEM 
SOLUTION TYPICALLY INCLUDE:



Enhanced Threat Detection
SIEM systems aggregate and correlate data from various sources, enabling 
the detection of complex security incidents and threats that may go 
unnoticed by individual security tools. By analysing logs and events in real-
time, SIEM can identify patterns and anomalies, allowing for early detection 
and response to potential threats.

Centralised Log Management
SIEM provides a centralised platform for collecting, storing, and managing 
log data from different systems and devices across the organisation. This 
centralised log management simplifies the process of log analysis, audit 
trails, and compliance reporting, making it easier to monitor and investigate 
security events.

Improved Incident Response
SIEM solutions provide real-time alerts and notifications for security 
incidents, enabling security teams to respond promptly and effectively. By 
automating incident response workflows and providing actionable insights, 
SIEM helps streamline the incident response process, reducing the time to 
detect, contain, and mitigate security breaches.

Regulatory Compliance
SIEM platforms assist organisations in meeting regulatory compliance 
requirements. They generate reports and audit trails that demonstrate 
adherence to security policies and regulations. This helps organisations 
avoid penalties and maintain a strong security posture.

Operational Efficiency
SIEM consolidates security event data from multiple sources, eliminating 
the need for manual log analysis and reducing the time and effort required 
to investigate security incidents. By providing a centralised view of the 
organisation’s security landscape, SIEM helps security teams prioritise and 
focus on critical events, improving operational efficiency.

Proactive Security Monitoring
SIEM systems enable proactive monitoring of security events and incidents. 
They can identify potential security gaps, vulnerabilities, and suspicious 
activities, allowing organisations to take proactive measures to prevent 
attacks before they occur.

Scalability and Flexibility
SIEM solutions can scale to handle large volumes of log data and support 
diverse IT environments. They can integrate with a wide range of security 
tools, devices, and systems, making them adaptable to evolving security 
requirements and technologies.

BENEFITS OF A SIEM PLATFORM
In the face of increasingly sophisticated cyber threats and the need for robust security 
measures, SIEM offers organisations a powerful solution with a multitude of benefits.



Failing to implement and maintain a robust SIEM solution can have 
significant cost implications for organisations. In this section, we will 
explore the potential costs associated with not having a SIEM solution 
in place. Understanding these cost implications is crucial for IT decision 
makers to make informed budgetary decisions and prioritise the 
implementation of a SIEM solution.

Data Breaches and Security Incidents

Without a SIEM solution, organisations are more vulnerable to security breaches 
and incidents. The costs associated with data breaches can be staggering, 
including financial losses, reputational damage, and potential legal liabilities. 
Organisations may face lawsuits, regulatory fines, and the costs of remediation 
efforts, such as incident response, forensic investigations, and customer 
notification.

Loss of Intellectual Property and Sensitive Data
A lack of proper security monitoring and event management increases the risk of 
intellectual property theft and unauthorised access to sensitive data. The loss of 
valuable intellectual property or sensitive customer information can have severe 
financial and reputational consequences. Organisations may lose competitive 
advantage, suffer from customer churn, and face potential legal repercussions.

Operational Disruption and Downtime
Cyber-attacks and security incidents can disrupt normal business operations, 
leading to costly downtime. Without a SIEM solution to detect and respond to 
threats promptly, organisations may experience prolonged periods of system 
unavailability, resulting in lost productivity, missed business opportunities, and 
dissatisfied customers. The costs associated with business interruption can be 
substantial and impact revenue generation.

Inefficient Incident Response and Remediation
Without a centralised SIEM platform, incident response and remediation efforts 
can be chaotic and time-consuming. Manual processes for incident detection, 
analysis, and response are inefficient and prone to errors. This can result in 
extended incident response times, further exacerbating the impact and costs of 
security incidents.

Regulatory Non-Compliance
Many industries have specific regulatory requirements and compliance 
obligations concerning data security. Failing to implement a SIEM solution that 
helps meet these compliance standards can lead to penalties, fines, and legal 
consequences. Non-compliance with regulations such as GDPR, HIPAA, or PCI-
DSS can result in significant financial losses and damage to an organisation’s 
reputation.

Lack of Visibility and Insight
Without a SIEM solution, organisations lack visibility into their IT environment’s 
security posture and potential threats. This makes it challenging to identify 
security weaknesses, detect advanced threats, and gain actionable insights for 
proactive risk management. The absence of real-time monitoring and reporting 
capabilities hinders the organisation’s ability to make informed security decisions 
and effectively allocate resources.

By not implementing and maintaining a SIEM solution, organisations expose 
themselves to a range of potential costs, including financial losses, reputational 
damage, legal liabilities, and operational disruptions. The investment in a 
comprehensive SIEM solution can help mitigate these risks and provide proactive 
security measures to protect critical assets.

THE COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH 
NOT HAVING A SIEM PLATFORM



WHAT TO LOOK FOR 
IN A SIEM TOOL
Selecting the right SIEM tool is critical for IT and security decision-makers. 
A comprehensive SIEM solution enhances security posture.

Here is a checklist of key considerations when evaluating SIEM solutions:

Threat Intelligence Integration
SIEM with external threat intelligence 
feeds enhances detection and analysis of 
security events.

Scalability and Performance
Evaluate log ingestion rates, storage 
capacity, and processing power to 
ensure the SIEM can scale with your 
organisation’s growth.

Ease of Use and User Interface
Choose a SIEM with a user-friendly 
interface, intuitive dashboards, and 
reporting capabilities.

Compliance and Reporting
Look for built-in compliance frameworks, 
reporting templates, and automated 
audit trail generation to simplify 
compliance monitoring.

Advanced Analytics and 
Machine Learning
Consider features like anomaly detection, 
behaviour profiling, and user entity 
behaviour analytics (UEBA) for identifying 
unusual patterns and insider threats.

Integration and Compatibility
Evaluate support for common log 
formats, APIs, and connectors for 
seamless integration with existing 
security tools and applications.

Vendor Support and Updates
Ensure the vendor provides regular 
updates, bug fixes, and security patches, 
and has a good reputation for support. 
By considering these factors, IT and 
security decision-makers can choose 
a SIEM solution that best aligns with 
their needs. In the next section, we will 
explore SIEM platform management   
and how we can assist.



Managing a SIEM platform can be a complex and resource-intensive task. 
Here are some reasons why it can be challenging:

Considering these challenges, businesses should strongly consider partnering 
with a managed solutions provider for SIEM platform management where 
they will benefit from expertise and experience, 24/7 monitoring and support, 
proactive threat hunting, scalability and flexibility as well as cost savings.

MANAGEMENT OF 
A SIEM PLATFORM

Expertise and Skillset

SIEM platforms require expertise in security operations, log analysis, and threat 
intelligence. Building and maintaining an in-house team with the necessary 
skillset can be challenging and costly.

Continuous Monitoring

SIEM platforms generate a vast amount of security logs and events. Analysing 
this data in real-time requires constant monitoring and alert management. It 
can be overwhelming for internal teams to handle the volume of information 
effectively, particularly outside of normal business hours.

Incident Response

Efficient incident response is crucial for addressing security incidents promptly. 
This involves investigating and containing threats, as well as implementing 
remediation measures. Without proper expertise and a well-defined incident 
response plan, organisations may struggle to mitigate risks effectively.
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For more information our specialists are on hand:
Call: 0344 863 3000 
Email: enquiry@daisyuk.tech

As a leading provider of SIEM solutions, we offer comprehensive support to 
organisations in selecting, implementing and managing their SIEM platforms. We can 
help you better understand your threat landscape and react to threats in real-time, 
deploying technology that constantly analyses events across your entire infrastructure so 
that cyber-attacks and breaches can be quickly identified, investigated and mitigated.

• SIEM (Security Information and Event Management) is a powerful solution for monitoring, detecting, and responding
to cyber threats

• SIEM acts as a central hub for collecting and analysing security events and log data from various systems and devices

• Key components of a SIEM solution include data collection, log management, real-time monitoring, threat detection,
incident response, and reporting/compliance

• Not implementing a SIEM solution can lead to costs such as data breaches, loss of intellectual property, operational
disruption, inefficient incident response, regulatory non-compliance, and lack of visibility

• When selecting a SIEM tool, consider real-time monitoring, threat intelligence integration, scalability, ease of use,
compliance/reporting features, advanced analytics, integration/compatibility, and vendor support

• Managing a SIEM platform can be challenging due to the expertise required, continuous monitoring, system
maintenance, and incident response

• Partnering with a Managed Security Service Provider (MSSP) like us can help organisations manage their SIEM
platform, including deployment, customisation, 24/7 monitoring, and incident response

HOW CAN DAISY HELP?

KEY TAKEAWAYS
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